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Tiger Awarded ACP All-American Rating;
Presented Freedom Of Press Plaque By Hall
Senior Platoon
To Get Cadet
Night Proceeds
All of the cadet night profits
from the three plays to be presented by the Clemson Little Theater Club this season will be donated to the travel fund of the
Senior Platoon, it was announced
last night by Sergeant K. R. Helton, president of the club.
A special meeting of the executive committee was called to discuss
the question of the donation. The
group annually gives its profits
to some worthy organization. The
contribution was made last year to
the Parent-Teachers Association
»f the Calhoun Clemson high school.
In announcing the club's decijion to give the money to the Platoon travel fund, Helton termed
them "one of Clemson's best advertisements".
"We are deeply interested in
Clemson and in Clemson students",
•aid Helton. "Many of the cadets
are active in club projects. We
wnsider the Senior Platoon one
)f Clemson's best advertisements,
and we are glad to have a part In
supporting them."
The Theater Club will open its
season in the college chapel November 10 with the presentation
of "Crazy-House", a three act
comedy, to the cadet corps. The
|jlay will be repeated the following
night for visitors and campus people.
Outward Bound, a drama m
shree acts, will be presented De;ember 1 and 2. The third play
ror the year has not yet been announced.

New Number System
For Football Men
Bein Tried At TCtF
PORT WORTH, Texas.—(ACP)
—Texas Christian
University is
using the new player numbering
system being given a try-out at
numerous schools over the country.
The new system, inaugurated for
the benefit of the spectators, aims
to make it easier to follow the play
and to know who's
doing what
down on the field.
All the ends wear a number on
the 80's; tackles are numbered in
the 70's; guards in the 60's; cen^
;ers in the 50's; quarterbacks in
the 40's; fullbacks in the 30's; left
halfbacks in the 20's; and right
halfbacks in the 10's.
In addition, in the line, the left
snds, tackles and guards wear odd
numbers; right ends, tackles and
luards, even numbers.

Freshman Co-Eds
Get Sage Advice
Freshmen co-eds at Massachusetts" State College have
been advised to "wear a girdle
unless you're a veritable sylph
—the day of the hip-swinging
siren co-ed is gone."
A booklet of advice published
by Isogon, senor honor society,
and written by Kay Tully of
Southbridge and Mary Donahue
of Newburyport, advises not only how to dress but how to act.
On "dating," a major portion
of the booklet, the advice Is to
"hold onto your kisses til you
find somebody you really want
to give them to.
"Don't forget that boys talk
about girls . . .and if you 'neok*
with one man, all his 'brothers' will know it soon."
Other warnings include:
"Don't be possessive. It is the
easiest way to lose a good date.
"Don't drink more than two
If you drink at all. You can
■till be sociable without drinking.
"Don't be too choosey at first.
Some fellows can introduce you
to some good future dates if
you're smart."
And girls—
"Don't believe an eighth of
what you bear."

Tiger Banquet-

Congress
May Alter
Draft Act

Alpha Chi Sigma Taps Five
Outstanding Chemical Men
Five outstanding juniors in the
school of chemistry were this week
tapped to memoersnrp in Alpha
Chi Sigma, national professional
chemistry society, Frank H. Thomas, president of the local chapter,
said last night.
The new members are T. H. Wilson, chemistry engineering student
from Columbia; C. A. Southern,
chemistry engineer from Tauton,,
Mississippi; H. M. Vickery, chemistry engineer from Hartwell, Georgia; J. J. Brennen, textile chemist

Comments Come To
YMCA From Grads
The World Over
Comments frequently come in
from former Clemson men, P. B.
Holtzendorff, secretary of the Clemson Y, announced. Many of the
men who write in are now in
Uncle Sam's service and stationed
in camps all over this country and
others.
Crawford Lawton—'40, Johnnie
Dunlap—'37, and Maxie Chapman
'36, when last heard from were with
the Marines in Iceland; Don Hutchison—'39, now at the Ordanance
Proving Grounds, Aberdeen, Maryland; and Al Kirschner—'40, and
Charlie Aull—'39, now at Fort Benning are some of the many that
have written Mr. Holtzy recently.

Blue Key
Directory
Ready Soon
The 1841-42 Blue Key directory,
a catalogue of Clemson students,
will be distributed to the students
by Thanksgiving, Harry Sturgas,
editor, sad today.
The directory, published by Clemson's leading honor service fraternity, will contain the name, class,
course, room number, and home
adress of every Clemson student.
Ii addition it will carry administration officers and faculty members, and a list of all honor fraternities, clubs, societies and publications at Clemson.
Larry Coker, Tiger sports editor,
and Jimmy Dixon, Taps editor, are
associated on the directory editorial staff.

from Auburn, New York, and
George S. Coble, chemistry engineer
from Charlotte, North Carolina.
Three men who were tapped last
spring will be initiated along with
this group. They are C. R. Duncan,
A. J. Boggs, and J. D. Dukes.
Thames said last night that the
club, in cooperation with other student leaders, had voted to eliminate
the informal initiation for candidates. Other officers are Dave Bisset, vice-president, Francis Webster, treasurer, and Alan F. Mayer,
secretary.

Announcements have been received from Selective Service headquarters in Washington of pending legislation in Congress which
may alter the draft act to allow
for mass deferment
of college
students until the end of the academic year.
Boards all over the nation were
notified that the Langer Bill, now
before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee, includes clauses which
will "continue the flow of trained
leaders so much needed both during and after the present war period."
The revamped law would allow
any person who' has entered college, and completed at least one
year of work toward a recognized
degree, to finish the academic year,
and make preparation for continuing the courses after service in the
armed forces.
Coming on the heels of a previous
survey by the government which revealed that 85 per cent of college
seniors and 4^ per cent of college
juniors are of Selective Service age,
the. bill will "assure the continuation of colleges and universities that
may otherwise be jeopardized byloss of students."
At present local boards are being
advised by national headquarters to
fully investigate the applications for
deferment, and act in the best interests of the government and the
student.

Chicago University
Still Going Strong
Without Football

CHICAGO, 111., —ACP—The University of Chicago is getting along
quite well without intercollegiate
football, Pres. Robert M. Hutchins
reports.
He said that when the sport
was abandoned at the end of the
1939 season some persons feared
the school's enrollment would suffer and alumni interest would
cool.
"As far as I can see, neither of
these fears has been realized. Enrollment has been well maintained. Alumni interest is, I believe,
at a higher pitch than at any
time since the foundation of the
university."
Hutchins said intramural athletics are being promoted and expressed opinion that "the feeling of
the university community about
the abolition of football is one of
R. H. Jennings, chemical engi- relief."
neering student from Orangeburg,
last Thursday was elected president
of the freshman class. He defeated R. H. Thompson, pre-med
student from Dublin, by a 125 to A poster contest to advertise
"Crazy-House", a comedy in three
71 count.
acts to be presented in the'college
Other results in the election are: chapel November 10 and 11, has
Jack Carter, Charleston architect been announced by Professor D. A.
McDowell, director of the producover Jim Glenn, civil engineer tion.
from Calhoun, by 120 to 76 for The contest will be open to all
in school, McDowell said.
vice-president; F. M. Burgess, tex- students
Since the play is to be a comedy,
tile engineer from Sumter over humorous posters are encouraged.
E. L. Fuller, mechanical engineer All posters will become the property
of the Clemson Little Theater Club,
from Ellenville, by 12o to 76 for to be used as they see fit.
secretary-treasurer; and E. T. The man turning in the best poster will be given two free tickets
O'Dell, chemistry student from to the play.
Spartanburg over W. I. Peek, gen- Information concerning the composition of the placards may be oberal science student from Char- tained from Professor McDowell in
leston by 104 to 92 for historian. room 30 of the Main Building.

Freshmen Class
Elects Officers

Poster Contest By
Little Theater
Group Open To All

Honor Given For Second Time In Year;
Presentation Exercises Carried Over Air
Chapel Program
Held For Event
Wilton E. Hall, Anderson newspaper publisher, spoke to the student body at chapel program yesterday and presented the Tiger with
a "freedom of the press" stainless
steel plaque.
Dr. D. W. Daniel, former dean
of the school of general science, introduced Mr. Hall to the students.
The program was carried over
WAIM, Anderson radio station.
Here is the text of Mr. Hall's
talk.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
We hear a great deal these days
about Democracy. It has become
such a commonly used word that
we are inclined to think of it as
an abstraction instead of as a living, vital force in our daily lives.
In the same manner, we are apt
to think of our American Democracy as a static thing, instead of as
ing and growing national organism. We are likely to accept
its manifold benefits with complacency because we have been so
fortunate as to preserve it almost
unchanged from the highest concepts of the founding fathers. And,
because this precious heritage, this
highest treasure has long been ours
without a continuous battle to preserve it, we have come to regard
it as our permanent possession.
Democracy as we know it is government by the people, for the people, and of the people—a govern—Continued On Page 5—

Presents Plaque To Tiger—

Mr. Wilton E Hall, publisher of the Anderson Independent and Daily Mail, addressed the Clemson student
body at Chapel exercises Wednesday and presented a
plaque to Tiger Editor Walter McDonald in observance
of National Newspaper Week.

Senior Platoon Phi Psi, Textile Fraternity,
Goes To Boston Taps Ten Honor Students
Clemson's crack senior platoon
last night completed plans to leave
today for Boston, Massachusetts,
where it will perform between the
halves at the Clemson-Boston College game Saturday. A Greyhound
bus was chartered late last night
to carry the forty-three members
of the platoon.
The trip was financed in part by
a campaign in the barracks and
by a Tiger-sponsored canvass of
alumni and Clemson supporters.
The business manager's office arranged to lend the platoon enough
money to make up the deficit.
The platoon in making the trip
in conjunction with plans to familirize schools and colleges in other
sections of the country with Clemson and its crack drill unit.
Plans are being made to send the
platoon to the Carolina game in
Columbia, to the George Washington game in Washington, and to
the Auburn game at Auburn.

Carter Here As
Vespers Speaker
Dr. Joe Carter, from the First
Presbyterian Church of Anderson,
will conduct Vespers here next
Sunday in the Y at 1:30 and 6
p. m.
Dr. Carter is well known to Clemson audiences from his previous
stimulating talks given here.

The local Iota chapter of Phi Psi,
national honorary textile fraternity
tapped five seniors and five juniors
at a meeting Tuesday night, James
H. Barton, president, said last
night.
The new senior members are A. E.
Zeigler of Columbia, H. J. Tarleton
of South Orange, N. J., R. L. Cheat-

McCarthey And
Kellett Named
Cheerleaders
J. J. McCarthey, mechanical
engineering sophomore from Manasquan, New Jersey, and James E.
Kellett, dairying junior from Fountain Inn, were last week appointed cheerleaders by the senior members of the team, Jack Richards,
head cheerleader, announced last
night.
They were chosen from a group
of six candidates. Plans were for
the corps to elect the leaders by
applause at the pep meeting last
Thursday night, but the turn-out
was too small, Richards said.

Oscor .Says-

All Should Be Here For Tiger Ball
The "sees all and tell more" guy
on this newspaper, Oscar by name,
will probably have very little to say
about the Central Dance Associa-*
tion in the next couple of issues,
something rare since that dirt man
started his dirt many years ago.
The reason is simple.
The CDA has turned benevolent
and the boys on the executive staff
of The Tiger are in for a housewarming in their honor at the forthcoming Tiger Ball here at Clemson
next week-end on October 17 and
18. The Jungaleers, Clemson's own,
have been signed to furnish music

for fee Affair.

The full program for the weekend* will be a formal banquet and
dance Friday night for the members of the senior staff and their
sponsors, an informal tea dance Saturday afternoon, and an informal
Saturday night session.
Members of the executive staff
have announced their sponsors to
be: Miss Mary Katherine Little John,
Winthrop, for Tiger Editor Walter
McDonald; Miss Fanny Cowan, Winthrop, for Co-editor Harris Hollis;
Miss Foy Brown, Greenville, for
Co-editor Buddy Lesesne; Miss "Sis"
Nash, Winthrop, for Business Manager George Thomosou. Miss An-

geline Towill, of Winthrop, for Associate Editor Miles Hunter; Miss
Frances Edwards, Converse, for Associate Editor George Goblet, Miss
Eulalia Hester, G. W. C. for circulation manager Don Marvin.
The Ball, one cf the most colorful of Clemson's dances, is expected
to draw the largest crowd of the
present school year to date, CDA
Prexy Jake Colvin said today.
Decoration for the three-dance
series have been underway for well
over a week, and decorator Gilbert
O'Brien promises to have seme of
the best ever displayed for the Titter Ball.

The Jungaleers were signed because of the favorable showing by
the group at previous dances this
year. Under the leadership of Maestro Lewis Cox, the band has been
rounded into what is said to be the
best group of instrumentalists in the
history of the Jungaleers.
Prices for the dances have been
announced for the Friday night formal, one buck-seventy-five; for the
Saturday afternoon tea dance, fifty
cents; and for the Saturday night
informal, a dollar and a half. Block
tickets for the entire, series may be
secured for three dollar*.

ham of Abbeville, W. A. Barnette
of Greenwood, and R. P. Sullivan
of Lumberton, N. C.
The members of the junior textile class who were tapped by the
fraternity are J. O. Dysart of
Greenville, L. S. Ligon of Greenville, J. H. Propst of Aiken, B. A.
Chestochowski of New York City
and H. T.Hahn.

Sophomore Platoon
To Drill At Game
At Anderson High
Last year's sophomore platoon
has made preliminary plans for
drilling during the half time at
Anderson High School home football games, Lang Ligon, platoon
leader, said last night. The platoon,
composed of juniorsj executes the
same close order fancy drill that
the renowned senior platoon has
used for the last several years.
"Although all plans at present
are tentative, we are hoping that
the half time will be available
for the platoon to use. We believe
that we can show the people at
the games something and gain
some .valuable experience for ourselves," Ligon said.
"Whether or not we drill for the
games," Ligon said, "The boys in
the platoon are planning on drilling up here, for practice, every
time we get a chance." several vacancies in the platoon are yet to
be filled, and selections will be
shortly .according to Ligon.

Next Ag Fair
Be Held Fall
Of Next Year
The next Agricultural Fair will
be held in the fall of 1942. Professor
Ben E. Goodale, chairman of the
steering committee, announced this
week.
Faculty members In the scholl
of Agriculture last week voted down
student proposals to stage another
fair this fall, feeling that it would
.conflict with ether student affairs.

80 Points Over
Number Needed
The Tiger, edited by Walter S.
McDonald, of Georgetown, and coedited by Harris W. Hollis and O.
B. Lesesne, of Rock Hill and Columbia, was this week awarded an
honor rating of all American by
the Associated Collegiate Press of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, the highest possible award made by this
organization.
The award
was
made on the basis of eighteen issues published last semester. This
makes the second time in the history of publication that The Tiger
has received this reward. The first
one in 1941 was made under the
editorship of J.ames J. Lever and
Mitchell F. Simmons. The rating
of The Tiger was 980 points, 80
points above the All American rating of 900 points.
In commenting on the newspaper
as a whole the Associated Collegiate Press said that "a noteworth •« job or;v news coverage was
noticeable in all issues judged." In
complimenting "the Tiger front
page the association said "A very
interesting and newsy front page."
"The editorials", the association
said: " were very pointed and had
wide variety."
Other members of the staff include Business Manager G. E.
Thompson,
Sports Editor Larry
Coker, Associate Editor Miles R.
Hunter, Associate Editor George
Goblet, Distribution Manager Charles K. Wright, Circulation Manager Donald Marvin, News Editor
Richard Breeland, Feature Editor
Kenneth Cribb, Assistant Managing Editor j. Bonner Manly, Feature Writer Judson Chapin, and
Advertising Manager O. R. Duncan.

New Promotions
Made In Cadet
Organization
Wade S. Padgett, civil engineering senior from Columbia, was thia
week appointed Captain In the Cadet corps. Padgett, who is captain
of the football team, will be battalion executive for the third battalion of the first regiment.
Other appointments announced
on the same order are P. S. Barnes,
J. F. Richards, and J. O. Starnes
executive lieutenants; S. J. Milton
R. E. Marvin, and G. L. Williams,
platoon leaders; A. J.'Boggs and E.
A. LaRoche, A and R officers.
First sergeants appointed are Edward Brooks, L. D. Rogers, and H.
D. Minnis. Ben Jcsselon was appointed color sergeant for the first
regiment. Other appointments are
C. A. Reese, W. J. Lanham, J. H.
Miller, W. A. Renken, G. G. Konduras, and F. G. Coachman supply
sergeants.
Also W. A. Dabbs, S. P. Darlington, C. W. Ellis, E. A. Goodwin, W.
J. Goudelock, J. S. Haigler, B. E.
Hembree, R, L. Kitchens, G. P.
Pyler, E. B. Sanders, B. N. Suddeth.
D. C. Walker, and T. W. West, corporals.

Insanity is only a legal term.
We're all nutty as a fruit cake.
It's a question of degree.
—Wait*

It's the radicals in this world
that make for progress.
—Gee.
If you called a man that in
Panama you'd get a knife in
your ribs.
—Brandon
Some of us still exhibit prehistoric trait*
--Hoimt*
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Opinion Of Parades—
Wednesday and Friday afternoons of last year were
long awaited and much dreaded events in the weekly schedule of cadet life here at Clemson.
These afternoons, from five until six in particular,
were what might be called "proud faculty-fathers' day."
A day when, much to the regret of the cadets, certain
faculty members chose to exhibit the cadet "corps on formal
parade to a mere handful of visitors. Forty-six hundred
man-hours and millions of calories of energy were wasted
—simply because some nice professor thought it would
be a fine idea to honor the visiting Temperance Society
from Prosperity or the Volunteer Firemen from Turbeville.
We hasten to agree with the value of the Moonlight
or Visitor's Day parades. But we can't see the need of
pulling off a parade that necessitates another practice hour
simply because some minor College Official would like
to stand on the hill and point out 'his boys' to the lassies
of the War of 1812 as they do "Eyes Right" with Military
Poker Faces and murder in their hearts.

Bowl-Bound 'Cocks
Carolina students expressed the high degree of their
homogeneous ability of prognostication and lack of foresight in the Gamecock's Question-of-Week column in the
last issue of the aforementioned journalistic gem.
The question in question was "Which Bowl game do
you think Carolina's football team should play?"
The booby prize answer was, "I've already reserved
tickets for the Rose Bowl."
The height of conceit was expressed by a co-ed who
declared that, "We are so good we ought not slight anv
of them."
Then there was the junior who must be one of the
famed University draft dodgers, for his answer was, "Yes,
I definitely love her."
But it remained for a second year man who displayed
extra-ordinary unsophomoric logic in his statement. "If
we beat Clemson; we're bound to go to the Rose Bowl."
P. S. Grammatical errors courtesy the Gamecock.

At Lost—
At last Clemson honor societies are beginning to see the
light. Alpha Chi Sigma, national professional society for
chemists, has taken the lead in abolishing the childish initiations to which every new member has been forced to submit.
The Tiger has in past editorial comment advocated the
abolition of these initiations, and its policy has not changed.
For Frank Thames, president, for Francis Webster, who introduced the motion, and for the other members, who
passed the motion unanimously, we have only praise for taking the lead in eliminating a ridiculous situation at Clemson.
It is the sincere hope of this staff that other Clemson
societies, honorary and otherwise, will follow Alpha Chi Sigma's example in cutting the rough, informal initiations completely out of the program.
—T. K. C.

Council On Drinking—
The Senior Council under the leadership of Senior
Class President Julian D. Dusenbury has this year made a
definite stand against student's drinking.
The following memorandum, published through the
Military Department, is a detailed statement of the Council's stand.
1. It is brought to the attention of the Cadet Corps
that no cadet will be permitted to have in his possession in
barracks this year, alcoholic beverages of any sort.
2. While wearing the college uniform: No cadet will
allow himself to become intoxicated at football games and
other public gatherings, either on the campus or away
from the campus.
3. Whether in uniform or civilian clothing, no cadet
will be permitted to attend dances and social events on the
campus while under the influence of intoxicating beverages.
4. Any cadet found on the campus under the influence
of intoxicating beverages, or found to be violating any one
of the above regulations will be immediately subject to
proper and severe disciplinary action.
5. Let it be clearly understood that, in enforcing the
above regulations no distinction will be made, or partiality shown, regardless of class or rank.
Bv order of The Senior Council:
JULIAN DUSENBURY,
Chairman.

Let's Use 'EmLast year when the senior class proposed the installation of a public address system in barracks as a class project, The Tiger thought that the idea was a good one, and
said *o in its editorial columns.
Several hundred dollars were collected and subsequently spent for equipment. So lar not one of the loudspeakers
which have been installed has emitted a peep.
The Tiger is not censuring the men in charge when it
asks why the system has not been put in operation. Curiosity alone prompts us to inquire why the valuable equipment, already on hand, has not been put to some good use.
R. L. B.

HAVE!
THE VANISHING VIRGINIAN
By Rebecca Yancey Williams
This is a charming and humorous story of a Virginia family. It
is ostensibly
the story of their
children, but actually a loving biography of the remarkable father
as the daughter remembered him.
The method is the method of Life
with Father, and
this Virginia
father, in his sudden explosions,
his underlying kindness, and his
zest for life, is Father over agam
in a different setting. The setting
however, is different. It is the
Virginia of the
last generation,
still poor, still' aristocratic, but
with all the modem problems nicely flavored by the past. The author has the gift of being humorously reminiscent without becoming
sentimental, which is unusual- in
a Southerner. If her father does
talk like Clarence Day's Father, it
is probable that he did speak just
that way. There axe no stereotypes
in this book. I particularly like the
mother, who had been a Virginia
beauty, still ruled by charm, and
took to a book when the household exploded,
as strong
men
sometimes take to drink. This is
a very readable book, something
which, alas, cannot
be said for
more important
volumes in the
current style of authentic fiction.
MR. AND MRS. CUGAT
By Isabel Scott Rorick
You are bound to be amused by
this humorous little book.
"The
Record
of a Happy Marriage.' it
subtitles itself; and though Mr.
and Mrs. Cugat are considerably
above the subsistence level (he is
one of the small-fry vice-presidents
of a bank ) they are not' the less
human for that. With a pleasing
mixture of well secreted satire and
tolerating sympathy
the author
gives us the accurate blueprint of
suburban life. The Cugats are a
pair of baby tycoons, favorites of
the head of the bank where Mr.
C. works, and as
they have no
children their only serious problems are the somewhat factitious
ones of what to wear at the fancydress ball, or how not to get too
plastered at a party, or how to
buy the coveted mink coat, or what
to wear in Bermuda. But to take
a sombre Marxist view of this gay
and fetching series
of episodes
would be to miss its humor entirely. There are plenty of Cugats in
•all suburbs; most iof them nowadays wear Willkie buttons (which
the ladies have had made up into
ear-rings). If you should ever, in
some future era, need to excavate
the details of their innocent, kindly and well-meaning
lives here
they are embalmed in old-fashioned cocktail. These are the cheerful pink-shaven Tribune-and-golf
husbands in Palm
Beach cloth
and coca-colored straw hate; the
devoted little wives who can't keep
their accounts straight but come
through nobly when the big foreign banker has to be entertained. The scene is laid in some unidentified city of the provinces. It
might be Cleveland, or Columbus,
or Buffalo, or Hartford, or wherever. That doesn't
matter; it is
true to American middle-minded
life and has all its charms and
gaieties. It makes a most interesting comparison with Mrs. Miniver.
If you- want to see the baby tycoons vivi-sected, here they are,
with love and kisses.
THE BOSS
By Dayton David McKean
From this book we learn
that
there is one dictator, at least, who
doesn't hesitate to run the gauntlet of a "free" election. His principality is no
farther off than
Jersey City and his name—yes, you
guessed it—is Frank Hague. We
are told how he rose to power and
how he retains that power through
control of the armed forres of his
community. Elections hold no terror for him. His supporters see to
it that everyone—not
least
the
dead, nor the insane, and nonresidents—turns out to vote on
election
day.
Ballots not
favorable to his organization somehow get defaced
by heel marks,
tobacco juice, or what
not. and
have to be thrown out as illegible. Ballot readers suddenly develop throat trouble and can't make
themselves heard. Challengers are
crowded out of hearing distance.
Deputies whose job
it Is to see
that elections are truly free and
who attempt to arrest illegal voters, are themselves arrested, jailed,
and sometimes bea!ten up. But that
is not all. Like others of his Kind
Mayor Hague knows that he must
have the support, in appearance
at least, of the
nebulous thing
called "public opinion." That, too,
is not left to chance.
Critics ot
the Hague machine find it impossible to get the use
of halls as
meeting places; local newspapers
have been brought into line by the
threats of advertising boycotts and
higher property assessments; potential critics among organized religious groups—priests,
ministers,
and rabbis alike—are "sweetened"
by being given
sinecures on the
public payroll. And so the merryprocess of undermining civic morality goes on—a process not confined, unfortunately, to the domain of Mayor Hague. The author
speaks truly when he says that
the experience of Jersey City is a
mirror in

which

other American

cities, and even the nation itself,
can see what some day they may.
become.

The Talk of the Town this week is about "The South's
Most Interesting College Newspaper." To be pefrectly honest, we're bragging. We're bragging because the Tiger was
this week awarded an honor rating of All-American by
The Associated Collegiate Press, which is recognized as
the leading authority on college newspapers in the United
States. We're proud because for the second successive year
and for the first time under the present regime, the Tiger
has received this award. It makes us ve,ry hanpy.
Clemson, as you probably know, is a technical school,
which means that it does not offer a course in college
journalism, Some would say that this is a distnict disadvantage in' publishing a full sized college newspaper. Perhaps they are right, but I'm inclined to disagree. I am
of the opinion that the Tiger, itself, is the best journalistic
course that any school in this state has to offer.

mmm/Hm*

mwm
By JUDSON CHAPIN
Winthrop
Things wefe really popping over —That since B. B. the colonel
in Rock Hill this week-end. For Sams and the yard engine had the
once the Clemson gray was greatly- grid game on Bow-man field last
overshadowed by the army khaki. Friday night he's been crippled in
the hand and he (oscar) wonders
Having Winthrop College to wander if the gal w-as too rough for him.
about, it was no joy to the afore—oscar says—
mentioned army men, for those gates —that according to reports ah ain't
that say "Welcome Visitors" were well here since the Lynchburg trip.
closed to the some 80,000 maneuvering army men. The campus bristled
with cops and.M. P.'s, and even if
you have a brother in the army
he cannot^see you unless those, in
authority have the written permission of both parents, the name of
the soldier and his company.
There was a gala program sponsured by the American Legion, the
climax of which was an exhibition
by our senior platoon. Despite the
fact that four colonels and one first
lieutenant had dropped by the wayside before reaching Rock Hill,
"Breezy" and the boys were a definite sensation.

I base my reasoning on the fol- <$>
—
lowing significant facts: first, that sies reflected by Maria Moss in
her column "Outside These Gates."
for the past two years the Tiger has Here it is in part: "There are
been awarded the first place Wilton plenty of kicks from the 2,300 ca
E. Hall cup by the South Carolina dets and no end of disapproval
College Press Asscciation; second, from the young ladies themselves.
that the Tiger has the largest paid Maybe it's all for the good of the
corps and the dates, but
from
circulation of any college newspaper
where we sit it's going to be a
in the South; and third, that it has j tossup between a rushed-up one
received the All-American honor ra
hour or an all night out.
You can take it for what it's
ting by the powers that be for the
second successive semester. Certain- worth, but also it from me that
Amid the "Ohs" and "Ahs" emly these facts cannot be overlooked. it's sheer folly to differ with the mitted from the crowd, were mutopinions
of
the
feminine
minds.
In placing credit where credit is
ters of admiration from the hundue, let me say that without the
dreds of sojurs present, all of whom
SCREWY
expert opinions of Professor Jchn
exclaimed that "they were just not
As long as I can remember, folks
D. Lane, of the English faculty.
cut out for that stuff."
have
been
making
suggestions
as
Business Manager J. C. Little John,
As the platoon marched out on the
and CoMege Publicity Director Joe to how Clemson-Furman relations field and Breezy started his chant
Sherman, who have more than once can be improved. Some have been of "Execute squads left, halt plagone out on the limb in advising good and some riot worth a dam, toon, rear rank about face, right
the Tiger staff, this newspaper as evidenced by incidences that dress, front, count off, stand at
invariably flare up at
football ease, call platoon to attention silwould lack much of its punch.
The fact that the Tiger is un- games between students of the two ent manual of arms!" one little
By far the darnest of girl sitting in back of me turned to
censored by the faculty stimulates schools.
the will to make it a jam-up news- the "not worth a darn, suggestions her mamma and based out with:
paper and hence by hard wcrk and comes this weeks from a supposed- "Mamma, What is he singing?"
plenty of elbow grease the editors ly intelligent Furman College senAnother young innocent expresshave continually made sacrifices in ior in the Public Opinion column ed the opinion that they w^ere all
order that it may retain its high ' of the Hornet, Miss Mary Frances drunk, otherwise they would net be
standards. In this respect the Tiger Johnson, who suggests, "Have Mr. doing such crazy things.
is unique. We're proud and we hope Roosevelt send all Clemson cadets
NAVY DOPE
you'll be proud with us.
over to fight Hitler."
I understand that the Navy DeRealizing that almost all wo- partment and TWA are trying to
CUT FEW
. men like to date men, we wonder keep this story quiet, but you know
In the issue of week before last | what the girls at the zoo will do how those things get around.
the Tiger carried the opinions of when all the men are sent off to
, Because of National Defense and
some thirty-odd students with re- wars.
And only Furman is left all that, the airlines are terribly
gards to the "one hour after trie behind.
crowded what with bigshot business
dance" curfew, recently imposed
men, Army and Navy officials flyupon the studnet body. The great- OUTSTANDING CADET OF THE ing about the country. Well, last
est majority of those students were
WEEK
week on one of these new Douglas
in favor of immediate repeal of
Doc Poole, the "Colonel", from sleeper planes out of New York,
the rule.
We thought we
had Gaffney, for his outstanding per- reservations were so in demand that
some good opinions on the issue, formance in drilling the "nut boys'' it/Was found necessary to double up
but the best of all. I think, came of the "hot-seats" battalion Mon- on the berths.
from last week's issue
of
the day.
A naval commander bound for Los
Johnsonian, Winthrop's publication.; OUTSTANDING REMARK OF THE Angeles was assigned at the last moIt was the opinion of a majority j
WEEK
ment Lo share a berth with a cerof Clemson-minded Winthrop las"How about a ride to Winthrop." tain Major Thompson. He readily
agreed to the arrangement, and no
more was heard from the comman-i
der until he decided to retire. He
came dashing up to the stewardess
and in a loud voice announced
emphatically that he would not
share a bunk with the major.
"What complaint do you have?"
asked the girl in amazement. "Do
you object to sharing your bunk
Dear Tom,
Dear TOM,
with an Army Major?"
I think that the cadets corps
Are we going to beat Boston
"Certainly not!" roared the comas a whole should be congratulated
mander, "but this happens to be
College? Hell yes!
on the fine spirit and all the pep
the Salvation Army and the major's
Time has passed so quickly that
that they showed last Saturday
name is Henrietta! "
will not beat OLDY
at the N. C. State game. It was perhaps this letter
one of the best demonstrations of your editorial
deadline, but it's
Then of course there is always
school spirit that I have seen in worth trying—so here goes. Now I the one about the inebriated Furquite a while.
That display of
man student who was wandering
pep will always add more color realize that Boston is a little fur- about the Ottary Hotel in more or
ther from Clemson than that good
to our game and bring us closer
less of a daze, when to the horror
gals' house in Columbia or Greento the team itself when they are
of several bell boys, he disappeared
ville, but I want this understood—
opposition. The boys showed everydown the elevator shaft on the eight
there is food and lodging waiting
one that the Tiger can really cut
floor. Someone had carelessly left
up here for the first eight Clemloose and roar.
son men, cadet
or alumnus, who the door open.
The new pep song seems to have
Fearing, even knowing the worst,
wants to follow that football team
made a hit with everyone.
Our
of your to another
victory over the bellboys dashed to the cellar
inquires have brought forth many
to pick up the remains. When they
Boston College.
compliments on the new song. It's
arrived, the drunk had picked himThat's no stun,
fellows.
My
self up and was dusting off. When
a darn good one, and it will do
home, and the home of my para lot' to raise the spirit at our ents, humble though they be, are he saw the two bellboys, he threw
his arms about them delightedly and
football games.
going to be open to any Clemson
It would be swell if every one man who
takes the trouble to gurgled.
"Better watch that first step felof us made a special effort to bring an extra nickel along for a
learn the words and music.
It telephone call the moment he ar- lers, it's a killer!"
SOUR GRAPES
would not take long to memorize rives in the Bean Town.
Men. I hate to mention this, butthe tune. Just a few minutes out
Get behind that team fellows
according to the book of "tips" preof one bull session.
and grab the first freight up this
Let's all . learn the words and way and you can be assured that sented to all freshmen coeds at the
tune, and we will soon have a song I'll do all I can to get you a bed Massachusetts State college,.the folby which Clemson will be recog- and all the food you can eat while lowing are the things to do and not
to do.
nized throughout the South and you are up here.
It is advised that all cceds wear
East.
So here's a big "V for Victory"
a girdle. The days of the hip-swingA Cheer Leader come this next October 11.
Jot
ing coed are gone.
A major portion of the booklet
is devoted to dating, and a few of
the helpful (?) tips are printed here.
"Hold on to your kisses till you
find someone you really want to
give them to.
Don't forget the boys talk about
girls, and if you neck one brother,
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND
all the other brothers will know
RHETORIC USED TO ANNOY EARLY
about it.
DAY BROWN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.
Don't drink more than two if you
CONSEQUENTLY EACH YEAR THEY
have to drink at all. You can still
HELD A "JUNIOR. BURIAL" AT WHICH
be sociable without drinking.
ALL TEXTBOOKS ON THESE SUBJECTS
Don't be too choosy at first. Some
WERE INTERRED WITH SUITABLE RITES.'
fellows can introduce you to some
swell dates for future reference.
Last but by no means least, don't
believe but an eighth of what is
told to ycu."
Well, all I want to know is just
who is responsible for such vile
W,
propaganda as the above. It just
ain't fair td organized lovin'.

Tom Clemson

Campus Camera

JAPAN
SENT ITS
FIRST
WOMAN TO
STUDY IN
A FOREIGN
COUNTRY
TO THE
STATE
NORMAL
SCHOOL
AT SALEM,
MASS.
IN 1666 /
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DIE FOR

DfAR Ob teas'

FRANK. K.(tOP) GRANT, NOW DECEASED, SPOKE
THE'SE IMMORTAL WORDS AS HE WA^ 6EIN6
CARRIED OFF THE FIELD WITH A BROKEN L£G
t>UR\N6 THE PRINCETON 6AW£ IN 1892 -

down the addresses at the end •. f
this letter, look me up upon arrival, and we'll' all cheer Clemson
on to another one for the victory
ledger.
Fraternally.
Bruce "Barney" Marshall ■
Clemson '40
P. S. Can be reached at either
of the two following places:
234 Norfolk St. 35 Wyndmere Road
Wollaston. Mass.
Milton, Mass.
Tel. President 8083 Tel. Blue Hills
3626
Dear Tom:
I am enclosing my check for
$1.00 to cover my subscription to
The Tiger for the coming year.
I have enjoyed reading your paper!
more than any periodical
that]
comes to my desk.
Of course it i
keeps a fellow posted on events!
at Dear Old Clemson and with its I
wealth of editorials. sDecial columns, |

—oscar Bays—

—that he (escar) ain't any of the
boys that you know on the Tiger
staff so there's no need of getting
mad at them.
—oscar

F:,;

—that some of these junior snatch
boys don't, know how to take a
hint so in the future he (oscar) is
gonna knock 'em down with a stick.
■—oscar Bay
—that Tiger Ball comes next weekend "and he (oscar) is in the mood
for a good late date. A rushed up
one hour or an all night out will
do.
—oscar Bays—
—that the good gals from Winthrop
have the right idea about this curfew proposition.

—that he felt sorry for the boys at
parade Tuesday. He stayed inside
and had his shower with his clothes ,
off. And hot water, too.
■—oscar rays—

—that if the Tiger wins the Hall
cup one more time the lining will
be completely eaten out.
■—oscar rays—

—that
the
Summerville-Hall,
Ducworth-Brown crew was certainly doing things
up right in
front of the third arracks in that
yaller V-8 Monday nite.
-—
—that "Bo" Watson must think
that he's still a first sergeant, because he can't tell the difference
between a senior and a freshman.
— oficar [ays—
■—that some of the nut juniors
were itching to get their hands on
a saber, using color corporal eliminations for excuses, and that
some of them were disappointed
when they didn't get their hands
on "other" things.
v.-

—that he( oscar) ain't whipped
Coble off yet, cause he (oscar)
—oscar t^ys—
—that he wants to know what club ain't had the time to look for
the boys who wear tin cans on their dirt on Coble, although there Is
shoulders are getting into. A social plenty.
•—oscar tavs—
one?
—that' on second thought, no—oscar says—
thing
any
body could say about
—that (oscan he dares "Whiskey
hurt him.
Willie" James to bust him 20 de- Coble could possibly
merits for calling him "Whiskey He's too far gone now.
—
Willie", and whats more he's got
—that he hasn't decided whetha stewed, look on his pan.
er or not he is going to Boston,
—oscar Bays—
—that he congratulates the Tiger but he for one is mighty glad to
see the senior platoon go.
Staff on making All American.
—OS) ar t 13 -—

—that nut boy Roberts is a poor
imitation of an Artie penguin with
that walk (also brain) of his.
—oscar Bayi—
—that he (oscar) sees no reason
why most juniors should have to
be in barracks by eight-thirty if
nut boys Roberts, Ligon and Gardiner are free to partake of after
curfew lunches down town.
vi

—that Sosnowski says that he ain't
afraid of him (oscar) any more,
but some day he (oscar) is going
to get the goods on the Gullah and
he'll be sorry he even mentioned it.
■—oscar lay.-—

—that maybe he had Thames
wrong all along, but he's just saying "maybe" for a while yet.
—that he had to cut out over
half of his column when Breezy's
boys took that about face last
night, so don't blame him if it's
short this week.
—oscar t<y—

—that the Big Shot really ought
to consult people concerned before issuing communiques in the
fuutre. If would
save face for
him.
—Qacar ; ays—
—that if you're up on your mythology, you'll know why he thinks
Lesesne is a descendant of Janus
—that maybe that'll soak in.

—that Breezy's power must be waning. He still hasn't found out who
busted him for having his car park—osi a- jays—
ed in the wrong place when he
—that Brazeale's threat in t-hf
doesn't have one up here.
mess hall yesterday was too thinly veiled to be missed.
—that he overestimated the intelli■—oscar lays—
gence of some of the big shots. He
—that he'd rather
talk about
doesn't even claim to be smart, and more pleasant subjects.
■ tax
he knew it was going to rain.
—that he -still
doesn't under—that Fortunato can go to sleep stand why he didn't make Scabbard and Blade.
at the funniest times.
-

■

—

"With Whom Would You Like To Swop
Places, If It Were Possible?"
By GEORGE MONTGOMERY
Thrailkill, W. E. (1) Saluda: Joe
DiMaggio, 'cause he's a good sportsman, excells in his business, and
has a cute wife.
Crigsby, R. L. (1) Saluda: I don't
want to sw-ap with anybody, I w-ould
just like to turn the days back to
last Saturday night.
Cotton, H. S. (3) Eastover: Mickey Rooney. because I could date
Ann Rutherford and Judy Garland.
Brown, B. V. (4) Pacolet: I'd like
to swap with someone so I wouldn't
have to drill.
Craven, M. H. (3) Florence: I
would like to swap places with any
'41 graduate so I would be out of
this place.
Richardson, W. R. (1) Seneca:
I 'would like to be Col. Brezeale so
I could date.
Templeton, W. D. (3) Lancaster:
I would like to swap places with
Betty Grable's husband for a long
time.
Gatlin, L. E. (3) Newberry: I
would like to swap places with any
fella' who has finished Clemson in
witty sayings and jokes; I really
think you deserve to boast that
you are publishing The South's
Most Interesting College Newspaper.
I .am now employed by Campbell, Wyant and Cannon Foundry
Co., as Assistant Executive Engineer.
We are nqw engaged in
designing a plant capable of producir.g 100 bombs per hour, which
we hope w:ill be used as calling
cards on one A. Hitler.
With best wishes for a successful .year, I am,
Sincerely yours,
llavid B. tiui,
Class 1912
Citizen of Rock Hill, S. C.
Dear Friends,
The members of the Clemson
Senior Platoon wish to thank you
for the splendid reception that you
extended- to them on their visit
with you last week-end. Without
doubt,
this visit will be remembered by the boys in the platoon
as one of the most pleasant of
their many trips.
Also in connection with this letter, the Platoon would like to
thank the
officials of Winthrop
College for the wonderful dinner
that was served in its honor.
Your city's slogan. "Rock Hill
is a Good Town" has truly been
proven.
/
Sincerely
M. R. Hunter,
Alt. Leader.

Textile Engineering and Is not In
the army.
Alston, R. P. (4) Sumter:
Joe
McCarthy, manager of the N. Y.
White, T. P. (4) Codesville: I
would like to be in the shoes of the
boy who has a date with my girl
this week-end.
Chandler, J. T. (1) Greenville:
I would like to swap with Eddy
Richenbacker, the greatest flyer in
the world.
Chandler, E. T. (1) Olanta: With
the president of Winthrop College.
Chapman, J. B. (1) Anderson:
Professor Hanna, who is principal
of Girls' High School in Anderson.
Parris, J. W. (3) Innman: With
any fella' who's over 26 and not in
the army.
George, F. A. (S) Hazleton, Pa:
With anvbody in Tau Beta Phi.
Goers, C. K. (3) Philadelphia, Pa:
With my boss back home.
Myers, J. M. (3) Orangeburg:
With Heddy Lamar's. husband. '
Bryan, J. F. (4) Fairfax: Right
now I had rather swap places with
anybody who is in bed and doesn't
have to get up for Reveille in the
morning.
Hammond, C. E. (4) Fairfax: I
am satisfied.
Wilson, B. R. (4) Piedmont: 1
would like to swap places with Col.
Poole for about a week and give
these boys a vacation.
Albergotti, W. M. (4) Columbia:
I would like to swap places with the
guy who lives next door to my girl,
because he's doing too much good.
McRae, J. R. (3) Clio, S. C: Right
now I had rather swap with the
fellow who's had my laundry- since
last Wednesday.
Stallworth, W. H. (1) Spartanburg, S. C. I would like to swap
places with a senior private so my
military days would be over.
Bolin, A. M. (1) Springfield, S. C.
I would like to be an executive so
I could stand on the hill and look
down on people.
Watkins, D. P. (2) Anderson: Santy Clause, cause he has got so
many frienAs.
Evans, C. E. (4) Orangeburg:
That boy in Charleston whose been
dating my girl while I've been away
at school.
Bell, J. J. (4) Barnwell: I don't
want to swap with anyone.
Richardson, T. R. (4) Barnwell:
Anybody that lives in the 900 block
Greenstreet St. Augusta, Ga.
Whitaker, W. W. (1) Williston:
C. B. Hair Jr.
(As for ye columnist, I would
only like to swap places with any*
body who can stand beside Mr
Hitler for about 2 mintes with I
"46" in his hand)

>
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Jungaleers Primed For Tiger Ball-

Tiger All-American AgainTiger Editor Walter McDonald (center) is shown
above with Co-Editors C. B.
Lesesne (left) and Harris
Hollis (right) as they planned the first issue of the
series of second semester
Tigers-that won All-American honors in the last Associated Collegiate Press Critical Service. Other members
of the staff are George
Thompson, business manager, Larry Coker, sports editor, Miles Hunter and George
Goblet,
associate editors,
Charlie Wright, distribution
manager,
Donald Maryjn,
circulation
manager, and
Jack Klinck, radio editor.
(Photo by Hufford).

Tiger Office Donors-

The Jungaleers, Clemson's own dance
band edition of Benny Goodman, who will
swing into the height of their current career here at Tiger Ball next week-end.

The swingsters, led by Lewis Cox, are reported to have several surprises in store
for the benefit of all comers. (Photo by
Hufford.)
*

Scabbard And Blade Fish-

Prexy,-......-...

■■:

Promoted-

Miss Wylene Pool, daughter of Ctemson's commandant, who has just
been elected president
of the junior class at
Brenau College.
Here are the men who are responsible
for the brand new Tiger office into
which the staff moved last week. Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
David Watson, and College Business'

Manager J. C. Littlejohn, are shown
above. Their willingness to cooperate
with the Tiger and other student organizations has been of invaluable assistance.

V For Victory-

Pictured above are eleven of the fourteen new Scabbard and Blade fish who
were tapped to membership in the national honorary military fraternity last
week. They are Ryan Wnite> Jimmy
Barton, Johnny Higgins, Sage Anthony,
Miles Hunter, Frank Gregg, Olin Can-

non, Earle Hammond, Tucker Brunson,
and K. O. Couch. Atwell Somerville is
issuing commands. The three fish not
in the picture are Buddy Lesesne, Dick
Sosnowski, and Jake Colvin. (Photo by
Hufford.)

Cosmic Rays-

The Senior Platoon swings into another intricate formation to exemplify the spirit of the Anti-Hitlerite world
at the NC State game last Saturday. The platoon, under

command of Cadet Colonel Kennon Breazeale, worked
out the maneuver at the suggestion of college press
agent Joe Sherman. (Photo by Hufford).

Lovely Ginny Simms, vocalist
with Kay Kyser"s orchestra, now
has her own program on the Columbia network Fridays at 9:55
PM, EST. A favorite of the nation's collegians, Ginny herself attended Fresno State Teacher's
College. - After graduation, she
found, that she did not
want to
teach so she secured avjob singing
on her local radio station. Kay
Kyser heard her and she has been

•lacing with bis band ever sinee.

Shown examining the equipment that is expected to unfold some of the secrets of cosmic rays is Mr. J. S.
Meares, exchange physics professor from N. C. State.
The complicated electrical setup, located deep in the old
railroad tunnel in Stumphouse Mountain, consisting of
a recording camera, an intricate wiring system, and a
pendelum motor surrounded by a seven inch bank of
lead weighing 5,000 pounds, records the frequency of
Mesatron bursts. The experiment is one of a series that
have been conducted by the physics department of Duke
University for the past several years. (Photo by Hufford)

Warren C. Hntchins,
Class '28, has been recently been promoted to
manager of sales of the
special products section
in the G-E Industrial department. He is a native
of SpartiuUnwg, ft. C tii

W. C. Davis, alumnus of
Clemson College, who
was recently graduated
from the United States
Army Pilot
training
course at Randolph Field,
Texas.
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WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

The Clemson Tiger

BY PARKER'S
BLUE DIAMOND/

—and-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Central Dance Association

Room to

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

-Presents—

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

TIGER BALL

wilh a Third More Ink
than average of three well-known
sac-type pens, due to Parker's patented
One-Hand Sacless Vacumatic Filler

GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store

^ GUARANTEED ty LIFE CONTRACT
Try yourself on this Quiz:
1. What Pen has, and always has had, the Clip that's
right at the top, thus holds it low and unexposed in
the pocket ?-trimmest for civilian dress and uniforms.
2. What Pen has the "One-Hand" SACLESS Filler.making room to SUPER-CHARGE with a third more ink?
3. What Pen has the lubricated Point of 14 K nonbrittle Gold, tipped with "oil-smooth" Osmiridium
that won'f wear scratchy as long as you live,?
4. What Pen has the TELEVISION barrel that
SHOWS when to refill?
5. What Pen is styled of shimmering Pearl and Jet
RINGS—voted the winner of the beauty contest by
men and girls alike?
College men and women must know all the answers,
because you buy more Parkers than any other make.
Well, see these latest and most attractive Parkers for
school priced at $2.95 and $3.95 for the Parker Duofold,
$5, $8.75 and $10 for the Parker Vacumatic. Don't make
the mistake of buying ANY until you've tried Parker's/
One-Hand Filler.
OOP«. i»>, THI P*«KE« n» co.
The Parker Pen Company, Janesvffle, Wisconsin
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j.TELEVISION

Maxima, $10
Major (fMus.) or
Debutante, $8.75
Junior or Sub-Deb, $5
Writeflne Pencils
la match, $3.75 to $5

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

NIGHT

NIGHT

9 TILL 2

8 TILL 12

$1.75

$1.50

BLOdK
TICKET

T-DANCE
5 TILL 6

$3.00

50c

For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

BELL
SYSTEM

-.-;,„.

i

mm.
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Parker's Blue Diamond
on the pen is our Life
Contract unconditionally Guaranteeing to
service the pen for the
life of the owner except
for loss and intentional
damage, subject only to
a 35c charge for postage, insurance, and
handling, provided complete pen is returned for
service.

To make your Pwi a «.l«-ci.on«, two Porker Qutoi, Iho amazing now pen-cleaning ink, 16/
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FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS
Airplane, Ship, Tank, and Auto Models,
Supplies, Balsa Wood, Cement, Sundries

The Anderson Hardware Co.
TWO STORES

Anderson, S. C.

PIPE MAKES AUNT
CRY "UNCLEl"*.* *r

Clemson Students Always Welcome

nephew'soutofthedoghousenow!

Special Parties And Banquets Served
Private Rooms
Anderson, S. C. Jack G. Craft, Jr., Mgr.
Member IPTAY
Also See Football Program and
Y. M. C. A. Handbook
HECTOR BOARDED (frstt cf

charge) with his rich old
aunt. Buthis pipesmelledlike
a Fourth-of-July punk, and
one day it made her explode.
She chased him out for good.

In these critical times, communications play ^
vital part in defense. Here is how the Bell System
is organized to meet its great responsibility.
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

24 associated operating companies provide
telephone service in their respective territories.

^RY CLEANING
That Money Can BuyCome To

BODIFORD'S

Lona Lines Department of A.T. &T. intercon-

nectslhe 24 orating companies, handles Long

No Cramming Necessary!
For swell flavor and
real chewing fun-the
answer is delicious
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum

Distance and overseas service.
Bell Telephone Laboratories carries on scienresearch and development for the system.

tifL

Western Electric is the manufacturing, purchasing and distributing unit.
Highly trained through many years of working
tofether! these Bell System companies provde
rS:n-wide, unified service. Never^ave *e
benefits of this system been so clear as today
when the country is under pressure.

&-£Campus Afews
RESEARCH INC.

there's away to get mentioned
in it. Hector switched to Sir
Walter, the mild blend of fragrant hurleys...and see how
it worked! Try it, men. 50
pipe loads, 15j!.

coordinates all system activities, advises on tele
lone operation, searches for improved methods.

For The Best

TEUSOX

WHERE THERE'S A WILL

for utmost service
to the Nation

i'EPSI-COi.A Is mado only by PEPBl-COfcA COMPANY, Lortg Island
City, New York. Authorised Bottler: PEFSI-tfTFLA Bottling CoarpSriy
of Anderson. S. C.

CALHOUN HOTEL AND
COFFEE SHOP
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OW a heavy English bulldog and a
brawny Irish washerwoman substantiated the findings of years of research is
described with an order for fifty miles of
Formex wire recently received by General
Electric.
The customer was considering the use
jf Formex wire as a substitute for wire
whose insulation had rotted after two or
three years of use, exposing the bare copper.
The railroad's signal engineer was "from
Missouri" and wanted to see for himself
whether Formex wire insulation could
"take it."
Two 50-foot lengths were strung up.
One was equipped with a metal ring, to
which a bulldog was attached on a leash.
The other became a washerwoman's
clothesline. Several weeks later, after the
bulldog had tugged against every inch of
his wire and the washerwoman had pinched
her wire with clothespins from end to end,
the insulation of both lengths was still in
perfect condition.

WHEN Dame Nature goes to work on
a television antenna with rain, sleet,
and snow, she can cause no end of transmission trouble.
G-E television engineers, however, circumvent weather changes by housing the
antenna within an electrically heated box.
This prevants seeping moisture from freezing on the antenna during cold weather
and interfering with the normal patch of
high-frequency current flow.

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner.

Complete Line Of College Stationery,
College Jewelry—Pennants—Stickers—Novelties
AGENCY REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Complete Line In Stock
$34.95

$54.50

$74.50

Terms If Desired
The antenna, at the top of a 128-foot
transmitting tower in the heart of Schenectady, relays the picture waves to G.E.'s
main transmitting station in the Helderberg hills 12 miles away. On top of the
box relaying the accompanying FM sound
is another antenna which also acts as a
lightning rod to protect the tower and relay equipment.

RADIOS . ,. PRICED RIGHT
A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise Fos You To Select From
Students Checks Cashed ... No Exchange Charged

I Tune in UNCLE WALTER'S DOG HOUSE

Every Friday Nigh/—NBC Red Network
Prizes for your "Dog House" experience

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
!

•

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

•

>
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Winning Tiger Eleven To Tackle BC Eagles
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NC State Wolfpack Bows To Superior Clemson Tiger Gridders
Third Win Of
Season For
Tiger Roller
The Country Gentlemen from Clemson went to town
Saturday, literally and figuratively, and returned to Tigertown sporting the spoils of their second conference victory
of the season. The Tigers lived up to what dopesters had
decided to be their destiny in trouncing North Carolina
State's Wolfpack, 27-6 at Charlotte. Throughout the affair,
Clemson's power was predominant. It was power against
pass and punt.
'
From the first it appeared that the Newton aggregation was bent on keeping the score close. Time and
time again the Wolfpack quick kicked on the second
or third down. This plus some superior aerial offense
from the Staters kept those who had spotted points
on edge, and at half-time the Tigers held the nonetoo-commanding lead of 13-6.
Of interest to some might be a comparison of the
scores of the State-Clemson games for the past three
years at Charlotte. In '39 in the first meeting of the two
teams since '34 the Tigers took the contest by ascore
of 25-6. In '40 the final count stood for Clemson 26 to 7.
Then Saturday's fray ending with the score 27-6 will
show you the way the outcome of all three games compare. There's something there for somebody. That must
indicate that the two teams have had about the same
relative strength for the past three seasons.
FRITTS AND TIMMONS
Saturday might have been called "Timmons and
Fritts" day, because that's just what it was.
Charley
was in rare form as the statistics will show. He personally accounted for 90 of the Tiger's net yards
gained from rushing—more than three times that of the
whole State team's 28 yards. As for Fritts, we've never
seen him or anyone for that matter play a better ball
game. The big Tiger tackle broke through consistently
to wreck State running plays and smother passers.
If he keeps that kind of play up, All-American will be
his just reward.
THE SCORING
Here's how the scoring went against State Saturday.The Clemsons went for their first touchdown midway the
first period. After stopping State's opening spurt and
taking over on their own 30-yard line, the Conference
Champs drove straight down to the N. C. one-yard line
using only one pass play with a mixture of spinners and
reverses. There after an off-side penalty, Booty Payne
went outside right tackle for the score. Dick Watts, State
quarterback, ended the Tigers' only other serious scoring
threat in the quarter when he intercepted a Tinsley aerial.
The second period scoring started when Franklin retaliated by snatching one of Dickerson's passes and
lugging the leather back to the N. C. 30. Timmons and
Tinsley alternated with the ball-carrying duties and
Tinsley went the remaining yardage to score from the
8-yard stripe. Then the Wolfpack's passing attack flourished, carrying to the Clemson seven where on the
fourth down sophomore Buck Senter pushed over for
his team's lone tally.
Neither team could get dangerously near pay dirt during the third period. The Bengals counted twice in the
final stanza. Butler going off tackle for eight yards and
Timmons bucking it over from the four. Charley made
good three of his four chances at the extra point from
placement.
ON TO BOSTON
This week-end the Country Gentlemen really have
a job cut out for them—that of trimming the wings of the
football famous Eagles from Boston College. The task of
stopping the Eagles again will be made even more difficult
because of the distance to be traveled. The trip to Boston
will be the longest trip ever made by a Tiger team for a
regularly scheduled game. Then, too, B. C. will be ready
for the Clemsons. The team had an open date last week,
and the damage suffered in their 21-7 defeat by Tulane
should be repaired.
ODDS 'N ENDS, SHORTS ON SPORTS, and Whathave-You—Former Clemson gridders making good this season at the U. S. Naval Academy include Big Gene Flathman, 250-pound tackle, and Bobo Cogswell. After Navy beat
Virginia the N. Yj Times carried a streamer to this effect
—"Flathmann downs Virginia." Big Gene played a tackle
on the Tiger team of '38, and was selected all-conference
basketball guard the same year . . . Cogswell, back from
Charleston, had a part in three of the four tallys the
Plebe team counted while downing Georgetown's frosh 27-7.
He passed for one and ran two other scores ... Sid Tinsley, dimutive Tiger tailback, has been getting fan mail
from the weaker sex . . . Several people wondered why
Bill Chipley didn't collect a pass chunked at him by Booty
Payne in the Clemson-State affair Saturday. The truth
is that the ball had been touched by a state back before
Wild William could get his hands on it and his catching
it would be illegal . . . Coach Tom Rogers, who has been
Dut of action with typhus fever since pre-season practice,
has recovered enough to be out watching the Tigers work
... We still like Hawk Craig's interception of a State pass
Saturday. Hawk backing up the line batted down an almost completed aerial and beat it to the ground to make
one of the prettiest plays of the same.

SPORTS
LARRY W. COKER, SPORTS EDITOR

Fritts, Timmons
Spark Teammates
The Tiger was better than the
Wolf last Saturday as the Bengals
continued their successful defense
of the Southern Conference Crown
by overpowering a game North
Carolina State College football
team, 27-6, before a crowd of 16,000.
The Tigers kicked off and took
possession of the ball on their own
thirty yard line when N. C. State
was forced to kick. The Bengals
marchel the entire seventy yards
without once being stopped
or
losing posession of the ball. Charlie
Timmons did the brunt of the work
tearing the N. C. State line to
shreds. Booty Payne went over for
the score from the one yard line,
where the Tigers offense had stalled
for two plays.
In the second period Franklin intercepted a pass from Dickerson on
Clemson's 40 yard line, and returned it to the State 30. The Tigers
the carried to the seven yard line
and Tinsley slashed off tackle for
the second tally.
In the same period the Wolfpack cut loose with a viscous air
assault which carried them to the
Clemson five-yard line. The Tigers
held for three downs, then Seders
went over on a straight line buck.
It wasn't until late in the third
period that the Tiger machine got
under way again with Timmons,
Butler, and Tinsley carrying to the
State three yard line. They were
then penalized five yards for backfield in motion. Butler then carried
the remaining tight yards on a
smash off right tackle.
After the kick-off State carried
to their own 24 yard line where
Faircloth fumbled and the ball was
recovered by big Tom Wright. Tinsley and Payne carried to the six
and Timmons carried it over from
this point.

Athlete, Stricken
With Paralysis,
Returns To Loyola

An exicting scene in the NC State-Clemson game last Saturday is shown above
in reverse by a trick of the cameraman
who caught the ballcarrier in midstride

just before he got away for one of
Clemson's many and numerous touchdowns. (Photo by Hufford).

Cunningham's
Fine Gesture
An Anderson alumnus, an ardent
Clemson supporter, last week sent
the following clipping from the
column of Scoop Latimer, Greenville News sports writer. The Andersonian's letter appears in the
Tom Clemson column on the editorial page.
Bill
Cunningham,
celebrated
sports oolumnist, told me the other
day:
"My hat's off to Clemson College, and that fine school and community have my apologies for some
things another Boston newspaperman wrote."
I ran into Cunningham in New
York last week. He was -there, like
hundreds of other correspondents
for the Louis fight and the world
series. But somehow we fell into
gabby, reminiscent mood and recalled' the Clemson-Boston College
game in the Cotton Bowl, as a
sort of background for their game
in Boston Saturday.
Cunningham brought up what he
termed "unpleasant" stories written by a staff man for the Boston
Post about Clemson prior to the
bowl game. "I was working for the
Post then, but I had nothing to do
with those yarns written by a fellow named Gerry Hern," said Bill.
"He perhaps thought it was good
copy to convey the idea that Clemson was in the backwoods, that natives there gathered around an
old-fashioned country store stove
and spat tobacco juice, while swapping befo-de-wah stories."
"I remember when I saw Neely
and other good Clemson folk at
Dallas they were a bit frosty toward
me," Bill continued. "And they had
a right to be, as I afterwards
learned how Hern's stories had left
a bad taste at Clemson.
"After the Master's Tournament
in Augusta last spring I made it a
point to stop off at Clemson to see
for myself. In fact, I filed a story
there, as .the records will show.
But the point is this: I was never
so surprised at the sight of such
magnificent school buildings, such
a wonderful atmosphere of culture,
such
soldierly-mannered
cadets.
Why, it's one of the finest schools
and plants I've ever visited."
Cunningham, who is now writing
for the Boston Herald and a syndicate at about $50,000 per year, said,
"You can use this, if you care to,
aand tell 'em down there, my hat's
off to Clemson College and the
good people there have my apologies, although it's an apology for
something somebody else wrote."
He thinks. Boston will be ready
for Clemson Saturday, but looks
for a great game. "The Eagles will
be much tougher than when they
played Tulane, which won, 21 to
7," he declared. "But I have a
world of respect for those Tigers
and anybody else that comes from
Clemson."
EVE AT CAMP
Pinckney Eve, dairy graduate of
last year, is in a camp for conscientious objectors at Marion, N.
C.
The Quaker church is paying his
expenses. Eve was president of the
local YMCA last year.

Boston Eagles Took Rest
Period Last Saturday In
Preparation For Bengals
LOS ANGELES, Calif., — ACP
—Loyola's gridiron morale took
a big jump with announcement that Burch Donahue had
re-entered school.
Burch is the unbreakable kid
with the permanent smile and
a personality you can hear—like
a band—before he comes around
'.the corner. Several years ago
Burch was a quarterback on
the Lions varsity—and a good
one, too. However, fate wrote a
cruel "finis" to his athletic career by striking the husky
young boy with infantile paralysis.
One day he was blocking
smashing and jumping through
holes in the line during a practice session. Next day he was
fighting a dangerous fever as
the dread paralysis crept slowly over his body.'
He will never play football
again. But despite the fact that
his case was practically a 100
percent paralysis, Burch has regained full use of his strong
youthful arms and shoulders.
He wears braces on his legs,
but gets around with crutches
and the use of a chrome steel
chair.
The "personality
kid" has
been given a room on the
campus with his football mates,
and Is calling the "pep up"
signals for this year's varsity.
During the year and a half
he has spent in Orthopaedic
hospital, strapped much of the
time to a board, Burch has carried on his class work and this
season, enters most of his classes as a junior with an A average.

IM Cross Country
Races Next Week
Freddie Kerchner, International
Director, announced last night that
the Company Cross Country Relay Race will be run on October
15, 16, and 17.
This event will be open to all
cadets and the companies in the
first regiment will be eliminated
on Wednesday and the
second
regiment elimination will be held
on Thursday. The winners
of
theses two eliminations will run
on Friday to decide the final winner. This relay will be run over
a course composed of eight stations three hundred yeards apart.
Each company will have eight men
on their team.

Backs who will carry Clemson's hopes
in the renewal of the Cotton Bowl scrap
at Boston College this week-end are
Harry Franklin, scrappy little sophomore wingback, Churnin' Charley Tim-

mons, and Sid Tinsley, dimutive tailback. Against N. C. State these boys
were the thorns in the flesh of the Wolfpack.

Mr. Hall's Speech Continued From Page One
ment whose just powers are obtained from the consent of the governed.
More than that, Democracy means the freedom of the individual, the dignity of the human
soul, the preservation!of individual
rights against the encroachment of
organized government.
NEWSPAPER WEEK
And, realizing the importance of
all these freedoms that we as Americans cherish with all our hearts
and minds, it is of that great foundation stone of Democracy—freedom of the press—that I wish to
talk today. For this is National
Newspaper Week. And this is a
timely opportunity for newspapers
everywhere to celebrate the unique
freedom that is theirs. Moreover,
it is a time to report on their custodianship of this freedom to people who owe many of their personal liberties to freedom of the press.
I take it that most Americans
know that freedom of the press is
one of the great bulwarks of Democracy. But perhaps some of us
have not realized that this freedom
of the press is freedom from any
suppression or regulation by our
own government. That is specifically set forth in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States:
FIRST AMENDMENT
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the
Government for redress of grievances.
In that spirit of self-protection,
freedom of the press came to the
American people, and it has been
preserved to them in that same
spirit. For more than 150 years
this guarantee has stood to bulwark the assertiveness and the
honesty of the press of the United
States, and through it the people

of the United States, against any
pseudo-legal coercion in , the formulation of opinion or any interference with expression of that
opinion. The right of the press to
report what it sees and hears and
to say what it thinks still stands,
and the United States stands with
it.
FREE PRESS
Today, more than ever before
in the modern world, a free .press
means a free people and an enslaved press means a people fettered in mind, spirit and body.
For no matter how trustingly and
willingly a people have given up
their right to freedom of the press,
the chains of mental and physical
slavery have already been forged
and the keys are in the hands of
one man of a little group of men,
unscrupulous and scheming, ready
always to barter human rights for
more power and loot.
BENEFITS
Since this country has long enjoyed the freedom of an untrammeled press, what have been the
beneficial effects of such an established policy? We have only to
look in the files of newspapers
yellowed by the years and to • observe the strengthened bonds that
hold the American people and the
government together today.
Perhaps one of the most notable
examples of what freedom of the
press has meant to the people of
this country is that o fthe exposure of the "Boss" Tweed ring in
New York City in the Seventies.
William Marcy Tweed came to
power in that city after the end
of the Civil war and used | that
power for such selfish and corrupt
ends that a national scandal ensued. Tweed ascended the political
ladder from a lowly station in the.
city's fire department. By graft
and bribery he came to be p*>pointed commissioner of public
works. His management of the construction of a public building be-

came so notorious because of the
huge sums of money expended on
useless payrolls, that a brave city
clerk copied off the figures and
gave them to a reporter for the
New York Times. The Times courageously published these figures in
full and a public explosion of wrath
followed. The Tammany party was
defeated in the elections that fall
and "Boss" Tweed fell from power
to stand a court trial and be convicted.
RABBI ISRAEL
I read with interest the other
day a statement on National Newspaper Week by Rabbi Edward Israel in which this Jewish leader
spoke on the value of a free press
to religion. He said in part: "No
American can fail to realize how
intimately his own personal freedom is bound up with the freedom
of the press, nor how great a debt
of gratitude he owes the remarkable institution of the American
newspaper.
I shall repeat again that the
American press is the great organ
of truth and fearlessness in this
land of ours. To preserve this freedom, and to cherish it aganst all
those who would hinder or destroy
it should -be the privilege and the
right of a free people.
So let us rejoice that we live in
a land that is free, where we can
know the truth, and where the
newspapers are our servants and
not our masters. Our newspapers—
the great majority of them—are.
quick to print the truth and the
whole truth. They publish their
opinions unhampered by the dictates of any government. They
serve us .in many ways.
I am proud to be a newspaper
man and to represent here that
great body of men and women
whose lives are entwined with the
preservation of freedom
of the
press. It is a privilege to be here
and to talk, as I could not dare
to talk in many other lands.

T Formation Will
Face Tiger Again
Clemson. will be in quest of its
fourth straight victory when they
meet the Boston College Eagles at
Fenway Park in Boston this Saturday.
While the Tigers were busy handing the Wolfpack of N. C. State
a beating last Saturday, the Eagles
had an open date and time to recuperate from the severe defeat
pinned on them by the Greenies of
Tulane. The Eagle squad is well
battered after the encounter, and
several regulars may not be on
hand for the Tiger game.
B. C. works priimarily from the
famous T formation, but has a
very deceptive series of plays, both
running and passing, starting from
the single wing formations, with
a balanced line. They have about
six good backs. Teddy Williams
will be the wing back in the single
wing formations, and left halfback
on the T formations. He is very
fast and breaks away through
quick openings. Mickey Conneley
will handle the ball on all plays
(from the T, and is the tail-back
in the single wing formations. He
is a very good passer, and an excellent runner. Mike Holovack, the
fullback, is a powerful runner and
a very good defensive man. Ma/- '
nieki, the right halfback, rounds
out the starting backfield, if he
is able to recover from injuries received in the Tulane game. Ha
has more experience than any other
B. C. back, as he was a regular on
last year's top-notch Eagle team.
The Tigers will probably send
the same team against the Eagles
that started against N. C. State.
Harry Franklin received a slight
shoulder injury in a practice session on Tuesday, but he should be
ready to go by Saturday. He is the
only Tiger* regular on the injured
list, and
from this standpoint
Clemson has a decided edge on B.
C.
With Fritts, Woods, and Cagle
charging as fast as they did against
N. C. State, the Tiger line should
do plenty of damage to the B. C.
T formation plays.
Payne and Timmons can be depended upon to make their usual
good showing, and both will be
aided considerably by the cooler
weather they should encounter in
Boston. A warm day that far north
will seem much cooler to the Bengals than to the Eagles.
The last time Clemson met Boston College was in the Cotton
Bowl at Dallas in 1940. The Tigers
were up against a bigger team that
day but managed to beat the Eagles
at their own game—power. ' That
power is still on hand, Charlie
Timmons.

New Eagle Line-Up Made Just
For Tiger Encounter Saturday
When Clemson and Boston College resume their rivalry on the
gridiron this Saturday, the spectators, gathered in Fenway Park will
see an entirely new Eagle line-up
and one which has seen very little
active duty this year. This has
been brought about by the long
list of injuries which have swept
the Boston line-up by storm.
The greater part of the injuries
were invoked by Tulane in the
New Orleans campaign. Boston
College was turned down by the
Green Wave, which added some
finishing touches by putting quite
a few of the Eagle boys on the
retirement list.
The new line-up includes a few
stellar performers who had been
forced to do bench duty by the
more capable and experienced players. Of these newcomers Leo
Strumski and Walter Boudreau
head the list. Counted upon as a
starting tackle by Frank Leahy,
last year, Strumski was laid low by
a bad-acting- knee and was forced,
into the background while his more
fortunate mates took the glory
during the banner season. Walter
Boudreau has capitalized on an injury to Ed Doherty, ace Eagle back-/
field performer, and will be on hand
to start in Doherty's spot against
the Tige'rs.
Another new face will be added
at the center spot due to the fact
that first stringer Naumetz is also

out of commission. Tom Moran is
slated to replace him there with
Al Toomey lending a helping hand.
Both of these boys were potential
bench warmers until Naumetz was
forced out of active duty.
With Frank Woronlcz, Don Currivan and Charlie Furbush still
limping from leg injuries, Terry
Geoghegan and Angle Nicketakia
will be used at numerous intervals
with the end squad reduced to a
low of three active ends. Nicketakis, one of the leading members
of the freshman squad along with
Furbush, is said to need only added
speed to become a standout at the
wingspot.
In the backfield, Bob Burns,
sidelined for two weeks with a bad
knee injury will receive his chance
to make good with Mike Holovak
still hampered by a bad knee and
shoulder. Another backfield aspirant i who will see service due to
Frank Maznicki's shoulder injury
is Jim Benedetto, Boston sophomore, who saw service in the St,
Anslem's game, but was forced to
retire when he received a slight
shoulder injury. Jimmy is short,
weighs about 185 pounds, and is a
very fast starter.
In spite of the long list of injured members, the spirit is exceptionally high, and if anything they
are quite confident of a better
showing in the remaining games.

Private Dancing
Classes Started

Orens Talks To
Newman Club Men

Ballroom dancing classes are being held in the basement of the
Physics
Building
on
Monday,
Thursday and Saturday nights,
from 7 to, 8 o'clock.
In addition to the fox-trot and
waltz, jitterbugging is being taught.
Students may invite girls for
the Saturday night classes.
HAMILTON IN ANDERSON
Raymond Hamilton, dairy graduate of 1941, has taken a job in
Anderson with the Pearman Brother's dairy.
Hamilton, who has been with the
LeTourneau dairy at Tocoa, Geor-

Dr. I. P. Orens, professor of
physics, last night addressed the
weekly meeting of the Newman
club. His subject was "Equanimity."
Danier Sosa, architecture junto)
who is a native of Puerto Rica
presented a short talk on his country.
LAMASTERS JUDGES Professor J. P. LaMasters, head
of the dairy department, judged all
classes of dairy cattle at the Spartanburg County Fair this week.
gia since graduation, went to Anderson September 29.
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Flying Cadets Take
Twenty-Six Members

YMCA Official From China
Addresses Campus Groups
Mr. Eugene A. Turner, member
Of the national staff of the Y. M.
C. A., spoke at vesper services in
the Y auditorium at one-thirty and
at six o'clock Sunday on the subject "China As It Is Today." He
gave firsthand information on the
war in China and the conditions
that exist there since the Japanese
invasion began.
Mr. Turner is an expert on Chinese affairs, having spent twentyeight years in Y. M. C. A. work
there. He is the founder of the
Gene Turner Service Fund, which
aided materially in financing his
work in the Orient. For several
years he served as Y. M. C. A.
Secretary in the Carolinas, and
later as General Secretary of the
5f at Georgia Tech. He has been
i member of the national staff for
more than twenty years.
Immediately after the six o'clock
service Mr. Turner spoke to a
imall group of Y Cabinet members,
Evening WatcD and Forum leaders,
ind the members of the
young
people's organizations of campus

The Clemson Flying Cadets, local
organization for members of the Civilian Pilots Training Corps, this
week tapped twenty-six students to
membership.
The new members have completed the primary CPTP course
and have enrolled in the advanced
course.
The new members are J. L.
Brown, R. C. Busco, T. E. Bird, J.
N. Cain, C. B. Culbertson, F. A.
Dickerson, R. T. Harrison, R. Hoffman, J. R. Kiser_ E. R. Lang, J. K.
Long, j. McWilliams, R. H. Miller,
H. G. Parris'h, J. D. Robbins and
E. N. Reynolds.
Also W. R. Dozier, C. N. Smith,
H. G. Stone, J. F. Smith, G. C.
Thompson, B.' F. Yeargin, Ben Baggot, Charley McCarthey, and J. H.
Miller.
Officers of the club are G. G.
Thomas, commander; R. K. McLeod, first lieutenant, and M. H.
Watkins, chairman of the program
committee.

churches in the club rooms of the
Y.
He also talked to several society
classes.
A large group of student leaders,
faculty members, and campus ladies
heard Mr. Turner in an address in
the Y club rooms Monday night.
He presented a broad picture of
China under present conditions,
with emphasis on the part the Y.
M. C. A. is playing in relief work.
He plans to return to China this
summer if conditions permits, but
will probably leave his wife in
American because of fears for her
safety. Mrs. Turner is also active in
Y work in the Orient and in this
country.
Mr. Turner is a graudate of Wake
Forest College, where he was a
student under the late Dr. Sikes.
TERREL HERE
Lt. Lake E. Terrell, Jr., Clemson
'38, stopped at Clemson for a short
time recently on his way to Albany,
Georgia, where he will be stationed
at Turner Field in the Air Corps.

Clemson Cadefs Are Always
Welcome
—AT—

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

MAIN STREET

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry
NEW BOTANY TIES
The Solid colors in knitted sport jackets, fingertips,
and ,sweaters have arrived.

HOKE SLOAN AT CLEMSON
For Clemson Selling Men's Wear of the Better Class.

Pool Talks On
Cadet Contacts
Colonel H. M. Pool,
Clemson
Commandant, said yesterday that
it is his intention to have a much
closer contact with every member
of the cadet corps. "I say this because I want to know, as far as
possible, each one personally,"
Colonel Pool said, "because I believe that it is the primary duty
of the military department
to
build character, and I feel that
in order to do this I must know
the men and know their individual
problems."
The
Commandant
continued,
"The boys will forget a great deal
of the things that they get out
of books at Clemson, but character
is one thing that stays with a man
throughout his life and is the determining factor between success
and failure."
Speaking about men who will be
eligible for next year's advanced
R. O. T. C. course, Colonel Pool
said, "I hope to interview every
rising junior before the year is
over and have his record complete,
except for grade point ratio and
credits. These two things, of course,
will be added to the record the
summer."
Continuing, the Commandant said, "By completing each
man's record before he comes back
to school, we will be able to tell
each candidate for the advanced
course whether or not he has been
accepted as soon as he arrives at
Clemson for the beginning of his
junior year."
"I want every man to realize
that I am always ready to help
him, if possible, with any problem
that confronts him, and that every
member of the cadet corps is always free to come in and see me
any time that he might need advice*" the Commandant concluded.

Demerits Garnered By Late
Show Audience Sadden Many
BY UNCLE WALTER
Miscreants
beware! Slowly
but surely the Army's dragnet
is drawing in those who violate the slightest of our honorable rules. At the stroke of
the eight thirty curfew, officers lurk in the shadows of
our hallways ready to nab the
carefree cadet who has lingered for a last game of pool or
a last minute snack at "Doc's".
Miscreants are being
trailed
with the same relentlessness
which characterized the Law's
pursuit of Hugo's Jean Valjean. This procedure has resulted in making it almost impossible for a Clemson cadet
to enjoy one of his favorite
amusements—the picture show
It is quite true that the picture show at our Y operates
all afternoon; however a bri'ef
survey has revealed that afternoon classes prevent most
students from attending the
movies when they really want
to. In fact, there are probably
some Engineers here who have
not been able
to attend an
afternoon show in three years.
In cases such as this, there
are two alternatives—either
miss the show or try to
see it in the short period between supper and longroll.
When pictures such as "Gone
With the
Wind" and "Dive
Bomber" are shown, the situation becomes desperate. Your
best chance of seeing the show
and escaping without dire consequences is to cut supper and
leave the Y a few minutes before eight. This method is entirely unsatisfactroy, though,
because you invariably miss
the ending of the picture and
all of the comedies
in addi-

tion to going without food till
morning. Besides, it is really
heartrending to have to leave
before they've
caught the
villain.
The more carefree
cadets
have a method which is even
worse in many respects. This
method consists of going immediately after the evening
meal and staying till the bit-.
ter end despite all consqeunces. In following
procedure,
you invariably
arrive in the
middle of the show and make
a fiesperate effort to figure out
what it's all about so you can
enjoy it. Your joy is short-lived however, for as the clock
approaches the curfew hours,
thoughts of
receiving ten or
perhaps twenty demerits begin
to haunt you and even Jimmy Lunceford's music would
not be soothing.
When you
leave, you find -that your fears
were not
groundless for the
guardians of the pathway between the Y and barracks are
particularly efficient.
Even
lurking in the shadows of the
Physic's Building or stealthily
taking the "back way" is of no
avail. Their
latest coup was
the ambushing of a group of
unsuspecting cadets who had
been enticed by the glascour
of "Blossoms In The Dust."
As a remedy for this unnecessary evil, it is suggested that
the faculty sanction optional
cuts of afternoon
classes or
that the Staff permit cadets to
"signoff" for the show after
sup -e:\ No matter what method
is devised, it would be a great
relief
to
occasionally sit
through an entire show program without cutting supper
or garnering dermits to do so.

DAR To Sponsor
Antique Exhibit

Board Of Regents
Probes Dead-Beats

The Andrew Pickens chapter of
the D. A. R. will sponsor an antique
exhibit on Wednesday, October 15,
at the homes of Mrs. D. W. Daniel
and Mrs. J. F. Foy, to, which the
public is invited.
The exhibit will be open from two
o'clock in the afternoon until nine
o'clock. Many interesting antiques
will be on display. Among the relics
will be articles from the homes of
John C. Calhoun and Thomas G.
Clemson and some of the objects
cwned by Mrs. Knox of Greenville.
An admission fee of thirty-five
cents will be charged. The proceeds
will be added to the National Defense Fund.
Assisting Mrs. Frank Howard,
chairman of the committee, in receiving guests will be the members
of the Andrew Pickens chapter of
the D. A. R.

ATLANTA, Ga.—(ACP) — The
board of regents, which controls
the state's university system, has
named a committee
to look into
what one member terms a "widespread belief among citizens
of
Georgia" that state and
federal
governments should support' them.
Regent John J. Cummings told
the board the university's professors and teachers
should instill
into their students the idea that
people must work for a livelihood
and not expect something for nothing.

GUARANTEED

WATCH REPAIRS
FEINSTEIN'S
WATCH SHO?

Judging Team On
Baltimore Trip
Clemson's
Animal
Husbandry
judging team won fourth place in
the tenth annual Eastern InterCollegiate Judging Contest held in
Baltimore last week. The contest
was sponsored by the Baltimore
Stock Yards.
M. D. Watkins, agronomy student from Westminster, was first
in cattle judging and had the second individual rating for the contest. H. L. Crouch, vocational agricultural education student from
Saluda, was high on horse judging.
Other men who made the trip
are D. C. Herlong, of Johnston; R.
L. Bull, of Santee; and J. B. Griffith, of Liberty.

Tiger Gets
New Offices
The Tiger editorial and business
staffs have moved to their new offices in the basement of the main
building.
The new quarters consist of a
large room for the editorial staff,
a large room for the circulation department, and a small darkroom for
Photographer Bob Hufford.
The editorial rooms have been
furnished with five new desks, in
addition to desks, files, and tables
from the old office.
The large stcne-topped desks
which were used in the old Physics
laboratories were left in the circulation room. Adequate facilities for
mailing approximately thirty-five
hundred Tigers every Thursday
night have been installed.
The dark room is completely fitted
with built in sinks, storage shelves,
and necessary photographic equipment.

New Cadet Regulations Be
Out Soon, Commandant Says
Herbert M. Pool, Clemson Com-i
mandant,
announced yesterday
that the new cadet regulations
will probably be back from the
College Printing Shop next week,
and will be issued as soon as they
are received. According to the
Commandant, the revised regulations will be more concise and
easily understood due to rewording
and minor alterations.
"There are a few changes in the
regulations", Colonel Pool said,
"But they are only minor changes."
Continuing, the Commandant explained, "Of course, we have changed the ruling that deprived the
seniors of. their privileges with the
understanding that this year's
senior class will not cause so much
chaos during the annual barefoot
days."
"I realize that the boys are boys,
but nevertheless, they must remember that they are seniors, and
that they are setting examples for
the underclassmen. Nobody objects
to the boys having their fun, but
they must be considerate of other
people's property," said
Colonel
Pool.
Talking about the new ruling
which prohibits men in the advanced R. O. T. C. course from
living outside of the barracks, the
Commandant said, "I realize that
this ruling will work a hardship
on several of the men who are in
the course, but I made the change
because I have to recommend each
graduating senior for a commission in the reserve corps, and the
men that lived out of the barracks
were very seldom seen and render-

ALUMNUS INJTfRED
Mr Jess Neville of Vest Union
was painfully injured iW an automobile crash at the Fruit Stand
Tuesday morning when his car
struck another at the intersection
of the Greenville and Anderson
roads.
Mr. Neville was given emergency
treatment in the Clemson College
hospital. He was later moved to his
home in West Union in an ambulance.

NICK'S
BEST DINER
i

Fellowship Club
Has Chicken Feed

Greenville, S. C.

The Fellowship Club, local civic
service organization, opened its
activities for the current school
year Tuesday night with a chicken
supper at Lake Isaqueena Park.
There was no formal program,
but committee members presented
reports on summer activities.
McCONNELL HERE
& W. "Dusty" McConnell, track
and football star who graduated in
dairying in 1936, was a visitor on
the campus last week. McConnell,
who has been at the Ashley Ice
Cream Company in Charleston for
the past several years, has been
! called to active duty as a first
i lieutenant in the United States In1 fantry.

ed very little service, yet they drev
as much of the government's mone;
as the men who had to work han
for it."
The Colonel continued
"I didn't like to recommend a man
for a commission when I hardl:
knew him and knew that he wasn'
as familiar with the duties of s
soldier as he should have been.
The inability of such men not
only reflected on the college, but
also on me as well as the entire
military department here."
Under the revised regulations,
each table in the mess hall win
have a table commander who will
see that every man gets plenty oi
food, see that there is no more
"dumping", and see to it that
order is preserved at the table.
The regulations provide lor an
increase from 36 to 40 demerits
allowed for senior day cadets, and
an increase from 70 to 80 demerit!
allowed for freshmen day cadets
All day cadets are required to meei
reveille and retreat
formations
under the revised regulations, Colonel Pool said.

For An Investment In
Good Appearance Visit

STEWART MERRITT
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

«-

DOBBS HATS MANHATTAN SHIRTS
ANDERSON'S FINEST

STONE BROTHERS
Complete Outfitters To Men
Young Men And Students
108 N. Main St

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

INC,

Greenville, S. C.

MAIN AT EARLEST"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

CLEMSON Y.M.C.A THEATRE
Oct. 9, Aft. 10: "Sheperd of the Hills7'

SULLIVA1V
HARDWARE CO. 1 1
Anderson, South Carolina

Oct. 10-11: "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," Spencer Tracy
Oct. 10, Night 11: "In the Navy," Abbott, Costello
Oct. 13-14: "Time Out for Rhythm," R. Vallee, R. Lana
*

Oct .15-16: "Bringing Up Baby," Kathryn Hepburn

Your Last Chance
to get Walt Disney's

Oct. 15: "Saints Vacation," Sally Grey
Oct. 16-17: "Dive Bomber," Errol Flynn

on me campus _

M Oieste
They're cheering Chesterfields
because they're MILDER
COOLER and BETTER-TASTING
You'd enjoy reading "Tobaccoland, U.S.A.,"
or hearing a lecture on Chesterfield's can't-be-copied
blend of the world's best cigarette tobaccos . . . but
the best way to learn about Chesterfields is to try
'em. You'll find more cigarette pleasure than you
ever had before.
You'll fain f/ie millions who say
WITH ME IT'S CHESTERFIELD...
Copyright 1941,
LiCCITT k MTIU TOIAKO C

STOPS
TWO-THIRDS
OF PEN
TROUBLES
DRIES ON
PAPER
31%
QUICKER
RICH,FULLBODIED,
BRILLIANT
COLORS

We might have known that such a swell offer would
soon exhaust retailers' supplies, but we didn't dream
it would happen so fast. If you don't find any left at the
first store, try a second. But act without delay, to be safe.
And when you fill your pen with Parker Quink, be
sure to try it without a blotter. See how fast it dries
ON PAPER—31 % quicker than average of 4 others.
And seehow beautifully your pen works—a Parker or
ANY OTHER. For Quink contains a secret agent that
dissolves deposits left by pen-clogging inks. That's
really why we created Quink—to guard pens from
sediment and gum that stop the flow.
Quink will help keep your pen in your hands and
out of repair shops.
To induce you to try it, we are giving Disney's Song
Book FREE when you buy Quink for 15 cents. Better
clip out this announcement as a reminder. It's probably your last chance.
The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wisconsin.

6 DUMBO Lyrics included

LoolcOuti-or Mr.Stork
g^ESto'-'-' [• l * - * « ■ - i
Casey Junior
Bahy Mine
*4fFwfftl\Wf&lbJ^—m
I've Seen Everything
fr,ilm§KMm\
Song of the Roustabouts
| f/'//0*
and 94other Favorites by llflf//Klj3Zu^Uli-

Quinkl
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BOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY »Y

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
C. K. HOOVER, Mgr.

ANDERSON, S. C.

